Position: 2nd Shift – Brake Press Operator

Location: Arlington, TX

Description:
- This position is responsible for creating parts based on specified guidelines by operating Brake Press equipment.

Qualifications:
- Must be able to safely set-up and operate a hydraulic press.
- The ideal candidate should have five years of operating a Press Brake experience in close tolerance manufacturing environment.
- Knowledge and ability to select and install proper tooling.
- Perform work to quality standards and time restraints.
- Experience running AMADA Brakes a plus.
- Attention to detail is required; Press brakes are precision equipment, being off by millimeters could be a critical error.
- Work requires ability to read blue prints, math skills and process information and record all data.
- Perform both visual and dimensional inspections to quality standards.
- Being able to detect faulty operation of equipment or defective materials.
- Follow proper procedures and instructions to ensure quality and safety.
- Work requires to be proficient with hands/feet and being able to stand for long periods of time.
- Good oral and written communication skills; detail to quality standards and ability to task concentrate.

Contact: Submit resume to: hrtx@daytonrogers.com